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How to Securely Erase a Mac’s SSD or 
Hard Drive 

by ADAM ENGST 

Over on TidBITS Talk, user Lucas043 posed a question that prompted a fascinating discussion. Lu-
cas043 has a Samsung Portable T7 SSD being used for backup. The SSD has intermittent access prob-
lems and is still under warranty, so it could be returned with no problem, but it contains sensitive client 
data. Lucas043’s question: What’s the most secure way of erasing the drive? 

There are multiple answers to this question, but not all may be appropriate for a drive that’s being re-
turned under warranty. Others may be perfect if you want to erase an SSD or hard drive securely but have 
different goals for the drive afterward. 

It’s also worth considering what you think “securely” should mean. Do you want to prevent someone 
from recovering the files with off-the-shelf software? Are you concerned that a company like DriveSavers 
could extract the chips or attach new controllers? Do you worry about a government-level agency recon-
structing the data? 

Let’s go through the possibilities. 

Destroy the Drive 
The simplest way of ensuring that no one could ever read the data on an SSD is to don some eye pro-

tection and hit it repeatedly with a hammer. That’s quick, effective, and satisfying, but it does present a 
problem when trying to return the drive under warranty. Samsung probably doesn’t cover SSDs that 
come back in numerous small bits. Of course, you must physically destroy the chips inside the SSD, so 
make sure they’ve been thoroughly smashed. 

With a hard drive, a hammer 
would have a similar effect, 
though you would want to make 
sure you damaged the actual plat-
ters, which is best done by drilling 
several holes in them. I recently 
did this for some elderly friends 
with a few old drives and a dead 
Mac mini (see “Helping Senior 
Citizens Reveals Past Apple 
Lapses and Recent Improve-
ments,” 24 June 2022). 

If you’re concerned about gov-
ernment-level extraction, drilling 
holes in a hard drive might not be 
sufficient. For that, a degausser would be more effective, or you could open the drive, remove the platters, 
and destroy their surfaces with sandpaper or something abrasive. There are also shredders that can eat 
drives, but these and degaussers are mostly appropriate for IT departments that have to decommission 
numerous drives containing sensitive information. 
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https://talk.tidbits.com/t/best-way-to-secure-erase-external-2tb-samsung-ssd-drive-before-returning-it/19460?u=ace
https://tidbits.com/2022/06/24/helping-senior-citizens-reveals-past-apple-lapses-and-recent-improvements/
https://tidbits.com/2022/06/24/helping-senior-citizens-reveals-past-apple-lapses-and-recent-improvements/
https://tidbits.com/2022/06/24/helping-senior-citizens-reveals-past-apple-lapses-and-recent-improvements/
https://tidbits.com/2022/06/24/helping-senior-citizens-reveals-past-apple-lapses-and-recent-improvements/
https://www.datastroyer.com/the-most-affordable-way-to-degauss-a-hard-drive/
https://www.recycling.com/hard-drive-shredder/
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SIG NEWS 

The Saturday SMMUG Special Interest Group 
(SIG) will meet from 10:00 AM to 12:00 Noon, 
Saturday, Sept. 10, 2022, via a ZOOM video con-
ference. FYI: An email containing the the Meeting 
ID and password will be sent to all members. 

The meeting will be divided in to two parts. The 
First part starting at 10:00 am and will cover Apple’s 
Notes program. Starting at 11:00 it will focus on 
iOS, helping everyone become both comfortable 
and proficient with their iPhone, iPad, and iPod 
mobile devices.  

All are invited, but new users are especially encour-
aged to attend this meeting. Bring your tips and 
tricks, questions and suggestions.  

Go to: https://www.smmug.org/meeting-info 
to find the instructions for attending our ZOOM 
meetings. 

For more information about Special Interest 
Groups (SIGs), go to the SMMUG website. 

Scan this QR code to be taken to our  
SMMUG web site
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through the Silicon Summit. 
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con Summit posted in PDF format at the 
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Announcements 

Door Prizes For The September Meeting: 
$10 Apple gift card 
Cable Holder 
Apple Pencil 1 Cap Keeper 
Apple Watch Charger 

Club News
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For normal people, once you’re done destroying your drive, take the remnants to an electronics recycling center in your area. When I did that, I 
winced when the guy who took the 2010 iMac and Cinema Display from me tossed them across the loading bay into a large bin. They were dead, 
of course, but still—Macs aren’t generally something that one throws. 

Erase the Drive with Disk Utility 
The most obvious way of erasing a drive is to select it in 

Disk Utility and click the Erase button. Disk Utility will 
unmount the drive, delete the directory that keeps track of 
which blocks are used by which files, and create a new 
directory. In other words, none of the data is actually being 
erased; all that’s disappearing are the pointers to the storage 
blocks where the data is located. No directory, no access to 
the data. 

That’s fine if you plan to reuse the drive yourself or give 
it to someone you either trust or don’t believe could ever 
muster the technical know-how to recover data from the 
erased drive. Or, more realistically, it’s also sufficient if your 
data isn’t that sensitive. 

However, a simple erase in Disk Utility won’t pass 
muster for those concerned about security. Some apps can 
scan the blocks of a drive and recreate the directory, en-
abling file recovery. Particularly if the drive could be 
scanned for data shortly after being reformatted, before new data has been written over the previously used blocks, you have to assume that even a 
relatively non-technical person could recover much of the data. 

Secure Erase the Drive Using Disk Utility 
The solution to the previous approach’s limitation may seem 

obvious: write random data and zeroes to every block on the 
drive during the formatting process. That way, no recovery 
software can read the data that remains behind after the direc-
tory has been deleted. Disk Utility makes this easy: select the 
drive, click Erase, and in the dialog that appears, click Security 
Options and choose how many passes of random data and 
zeroes it should write. 

Apple describes the options well but doesn’t point out that 
the more passes, the longer the process. I’ve never tried a seven-
pass erase, but it could take days to complete on a sufficiently 
large drive: 
• Fastest; Not Secure: This option does not securely erase the 

files on the disk. A disk recovery application may be able to 
recover the files. 

• Two-Pass: This option writes a pass of random data and 
then a single pass of zeros over the entire disk. It erases the 
information used to access your files and writes over the data two times. 

• Three-Pass: This option is a DOE-compliant three-pass secure erase. It writes two passes of random data followed by a single pass of known data 
over the entire disk. It erases the information used to access your files and writes over the data three times. 

• Most Secure; Seven-Pass: This option writes multiple passes of zeros, ones, and random data over the entire disk. It erases the information used to 
access your files and writes over the data seven times. 
Beyond the time involved, there are some additional caveats. 
First, the Security Options button shows up only when it’s appropriate to use. One practical upshot of that is that you must select a drive—not a 

volume—in Disk Utility’s sidebar before clicking Erase because volumes don’t use all the blocks on a drive. If you’re worried about security, you want 
to be sure that all the blocks have been zeroed out. 

Continued from page 1
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Second, data could remain on a drive after a secure erase, thanks to the automatic swapping of bad blocks for good ones. If a block goes bad, the 

controller swaps it for a good one on the fly. If you then erase the drive, only the replacement good block will be erased, potentially leaving sensitive 
data on the bad block. Only a highly capable outfit like DriveSavers or a government-level agency could conceivably retrieve the data, but it’s not in-
conceivable. Nor is there any way of knowing what would be in those bad blocks. 

Third, the Security Options button is available only when you’re reformatting a hard drive, not an SSD. Here’s why (thanks to David C. for this 
explanation and a lot of the great detail in the TidBITS Talk discussion). For technical reasons beyond the scope of this article, there is no direct rela-
tionship between the logical data blocks that software (including macOS) accesses and the physical data blocks in the SSD’s flash chips. The SSD con-
troller’s firmware (on an SSD’s circuit board or in a Mac’s Apple silicon processor or T2 chip) maintains a database that maps logical blocks to physical 
blocks. 

When you write to an SSD and the logical blocks you’re writing to already contain data, the SSD controller doesn’t overwrite the corresponding 
physical blocks (again, for technical reasons beyond the scope of this article). Instead, it writes the data to new, unused physical blocks, changes the 
logical-to-physical mapping database, and marks the previously used physical blocks as “garbage.” 

Garbage blocks are not accessible to software (they are not mapped to any logical blocks), but they still contain data that could theoretically be ac-
cessed by equipment designed to bypass the SSD controller by directly reading the chips or hacking the SSD controller’s firmware. 

At some later time, the SSD controller will perform garbage collection, which erases these garbage blocks, making them available for reuse. The spe-
cific mechanism used for garbage collection and when it actually occurs depend on the firmware running in the SSD controller and will vary for dif-
ferent SSD brands and models. Depending on the drive’s firmware and your usage—garbage collection is usually done only when the drive is other-
wise idle—garbage collection might not take place for hours or even days. 

This is why a secure erase is considered unreliable when used on an SSD. The act of writing random data to every logical block guarantees that all 
the physical blocks with your real data will be marked as garbage and therefore be inaccessible by software, but it does not guarantee when those 
garbage blocks will be collected and erased. If you plan on disposing of the drive, you have no way to know if the garbage data was collected before 
you last disconnected it from power. Apple’s removal of the Security Options button when erasing an SSD is an acknowledgment that it’s not suffi-
ciently secure. 

Still want to perform a secure erase of an SSD? You can do so from the command line, using the diskutil command. 
1. Run diskutil list to determine the identifier of the drive in question. You’ll need to parse through the results to find the desired drive. 
2. Use something like diskutil secureErase 1 disk3 to erase the drive, after which you’ll need to repartition it in Disk Utility before using it again. The 1 

in the command above is for a single-pass zero fill erase, but if you read man diskutil, you’ll see all the other options, including the excessive-sound-
ing Gutmann algorithm 35-pass erase. 
If you’re not comfortable with the command line, this isn’t the time to experiment. Even then, I’m going to recommend that you avoid this tech-

nique, partly because it’s conceivable you could mistype the drive identifier and erase the wrong drive, but mostly because Apple includes a strongly 
worded note warning against it: 

NOTE: This kind of secure erase is no longer considered safe. Modern devices have wear-leveling, block-sparing, and possibly-persistent cache 
hardware, which cannot be completely erased by commands. The modern solution for quickly and securely erasing your data is encryption. Strongly-
encrypted data can be instantly “erased” by destroying (or 
losing) the key (password), because this renders your data 
irretrievable in practical terms. Consider using APFS en-
cryption (FileVault). 

We’ll get to encryption next, but some have wondered if 
there’s a way to create a huge device-filling file that would 
fill all the blocks with data. Alas, that’s almost exactly the 
same as using diskutil secureErase, so while it will probably 
clean out most data, it’s impossible to know what will hap-
pen with garbage collection. Don’t waste your time. 

Encrypt the Drive, Then Erase It 
The real solution to this problem is encryption. The 

ideal scenario involves enabling encryption on a drive be-
fore you do anything else with it, such that all data written 
to the drive is encrypted. When you later erase the drive, 
the encryption key will be destroyed along with the direc-
tory, rendering the data unreadable even if someone at the 
level of DriveSavers or a government agency were able to 
extract the data spread across the drive’s blocks. 

https://tidbits.com/author/shamino/
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How you do this depends on whether you’re 

encrypting your Mac’s startup drive or an ex-
ternal drive: 
• Startup drive: To encrypt your Mac’s start-

up drive, turn on FileVault. Go to System 
Preferences > Security & Privacy > FileVault 
and click Turn On FileVault. You’ll get a 
dialog asking if you’d prefer to be able to 
unlock your drive using your iCloud ac-
count or use a recovery key. My feeling is 
that either is fine, but both are vulnerable to 
the xkcd wrench attack—I use the iCloud 
account approach. 

• External drive: FileVault protects only the 
startup drive; for external drives, take ad-
vantage of the APFS support for encryp-
tion. Control-click the drive in the Finder 
and choose Encrypt. You’ll be asked for a password and a hint, and macOS will help you pick a strong password if you like, though I’m pretty 
comfortable with the one in the screenshot. The next time you mount the drive, you’ll be asked for the password and given the opportunity to 
store it in your keychain so you don’t have to enter it manually again. 
It’s worth keeping some facts in mind before doing all this. 

• It’s quick and easy to turn FileVault on and off if you’re using a Mac with Apple silicon or an Intel-based Mac with a T2 chip. In that case, the data 
on the drive is already encrypted, but a password isn’t required to decrypt the data. That encryption ensures that the flash memory can’t be re-
moved from the logicboard and decrypted; however, anyone with access to the Mac could theoretically still access the data. Enabling FileVault 
ensures that your account password is necessary to decrypt the drive. 

• Enabling FileVault on an older Mac, particularly one with a hard drive, will take a long time because it has to encrypt everything, rather than just 
changing the key to one you control. Thus, if you’re enabling en-
cryption just so you can erase the drive securely, let it finish before 
you erase. The FileVault screen in the Security & Privacy preference 
pane displays the status. 

• If you’re encrypting your Mac’s startup drive and backing up with 
Time Machine, you should also make sure to encrypt the Time 
Machine backup drive. The same goes for any other backups you 
make to external drives. 

• Encrypting data on an external drive, particularly a hard drive con-
taining a lot of data, may take some time. 

• There’s some question as to the vulnerability of data on erased 
blocks if you enable FileVault or encrypt an external drive after data 
has been written to it. The encryption will prevent access to any 
current data, but we don’t know if the erased blocks might still con-
tain data that a sufficiently sophisticated attacker could extract. My 
feeling is that if you have a Mac with Apple silicon or a T2-enabled 
Mac, there’s no worry because the data is always encrypted; some 
erased data might be accessible, but it would be nearly impossible to 
put it together and decrypt it. It’s a little more of a worry with previously erased data on a subsequently encrypted external drive, but we’re still 
talking about intelligence agency-level work to access it. If you’re that important of a target, you should have enabled encryption before doing any-
thing else with the Mac or external drive. 
When it comes time to dispose of a Mac, you can destroy the encryption key by opening System Preferences and choosing Erase All Content and 

Settings from the System Preferences menu. 
For an external drive, erase it in Disk Utility like any other drive. There’s no need to worry about security options because the encrypted data be-

come random bits as soon as the encryption key is destroyed. 
To make a long story short, if you think you’ll ever be concerned about erasing a drive securely, the best time to encrypt it is as soon as you start 

using it. If you haven’t yet turned on FileVault or encrypted a drive, the second best time to do so is now. 

https://support.apple.com/guide/mac-help/encrypt-mac-data-with-filevault-mh11785/mac
https://xkcd.com/538/
https://support.apple.com/guide/mac-help/protect-your-mac-information-with-encryption-mh40593/mac
https://support.apple.com/guide/mac-help/protect-your-mac-information-with-encryption-mh40593/mac
https://support.apple.com/guide/mac-help/choose-a-backup-disk-set-encryption-options-mh11421/mac
https://support.apple.com/guide/mac-help/choose-a-backup-disk-set-encryption-options-mh11421/mac
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Can’t wait for the next newsletter to see what the guys and gals at Joy of Tech are up to? Then simply go on over to their 
website and see past and current cartoons and other things

http://www.joyoftech.com/joyoftech/
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Second-Generation AirPods Pro Add H2 Chip, Touch Control, Enhanced Case 
by ADAM ENGST 

The AirPods Pro ear-
buds have been well-re-
viewed and highly suc-
cessful, so if you’re Apple, 
where do you go for the 
second generation? At its 
Far Out event, Apple 
unveiled an update to the 
AirPods Pro that keeps 
the basics the same while 
improving the audio per-
formance, adding the new 
Touch control interaction 
mechanism, and revamp-
ing the charging case. 

Apple built a new H2 
chip into the second-gen-
eration AirPods Pro to 
give the earbuds addition-
al audio processing capa-
bilities. When coupled 
with a new low-distortion audio driver and custom amplifier, the H2 chip provides an even better audio experience. Aiding in the audio improve-
ment is a new extra small ear tip that helps the AirPods Pro fit securely in 
more people’s ears. 

The H2 chip enhances two other core AirPods Pro features. Apple says 
that the Active Noise Cancellation capability now cancels up to twice as 
much ambient noise, and the new Adaptive Transparency mode allows ex-
ternal sounds in through the passive ear canal seal while reducing more of 
the noise from harsh environmental sounds. 

With iOS 16, you’ll be able to use Personalized Spatial Audio to cus-
tomize your audio experience based on the size and shape of your head and 
ears. We’ll be curious to hear if users find it to be noticeably better. 

Previously, you squeezed the stem of the first-generation AirPods Pro to 
control audio, with options for pause/play, skip forward or backward, and 
switching between noise cancellation and transparency mode. With the 
second-generation AirPods Pro, Apple has added Touch control, which lets you lightly swipe up or down on the stem to adjust the volume. You’ll 
continue to press the stem or use Siri for other actions. 

Battery life has improved, with up to 6 hours of listening time with Active Noise Cancellation, an increase of 1.5 hours. The charging case provides 
four additional charges for a combined total of 30 hours of listening time, 6 hours more than the previous model. You can now charge the case from 
an Apple Watch charger, a MagSafe charger, a Qi charger, or a regular Lightning cable. 

Beyond charging methods, the new case is sweat and water-resistant and includes a lanyard loop so you can more easily keep track of it. If you do 
misplace the case, you can find it more quickly thanks to support for Precision Finding in the Find My app when used with a U1-equipped iPhone. 
The case also features a built-in speaker to deliver louder tones when you’re looking for it. Finally, you can now personalize the case with a custom-
posed Memoji, Animoji, and a curated list of stickers. 

Pricing remains the same, with the second-generation AirPods Pro at $249. You can order starting 9 September 2022, and they’ll arrive starting 23 
September 2022. 

Apple Event News

https://www.apple.com/airpods-pro/
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Apple Unveils Four Models of the iPhone 14 

by JOSH CENTERS  
At its Far Out event, Apple unveiled the expected iPhone 14 lineup, introducing the iPhone 14, the new iPhone 14 Plus, the iPhone 14 Pro, and 

the iPhone 14 Pro Max. For those who aren’t interested in the latest and greatest, Apple is keeping both the iPhone 12 and the iPhone 13 in the line-
up alongside the inexpensive iPhone SE. The iPhone 13 mini also remains available for those who want a smaller iPhone. 

 
The new iPhones will be available to pre-order on 9 September 2022 and will ship and arrive in stores on 16 September 2022, except for the 

iPhone 14 Plus, which arrives on 7 October 2022. 
iPhone 14 and iPhone 14 Plus Core Improvements 
If you’re looking for exciting technological innovations, keep scrolling. There are a couple of new features in the iPhone 14, but for the most part, 

it’s a warmed-over iPhone 13 with the same A15 Bionic chip as last year. Here’s a quick rundown of its improvements: 
• In addition to the 6.1-inch iPhone 14, Apple has given us an iPhone 14 Plus with a 6.7-inch screen. Apparently, the iPhone mini didn’t sell well, 

so Apple decided to try the opposite approach. This move offers a more affordable alternative to the iPhone 14 Pro Max for those who prefer a 
larger iPhone. The iPhone 14 starts at $799, while the iPhone 14 Plus starts at $899. 

• As usual, the main improvements are in the camera. The iPhone 14 features a new 12-megapixel main camera (same as the iPhone 13) with 49% 
better low-light perfor-
mance and Night Mode 
exposures that are twice as 
fast thanks to a larger ƒ/
1.5 aperture and the new 
hardware/software Pho-
tonic Engine. 

• The new front-facing 
TrueDepth camera boasts 
autofocus for the first time 
and performs better in low 
light. 

• Deep Fusion now kicks in 
earlier and combines mul-
tiple uncompressed images 
to create a single high-
detail image. 

• For video, there’s a new 
Action mode with ad-

https://www.apple.com/iphone-14/
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vanced stabilization for smoother action videos, and Cinematic mode now supports 4K at 24 fps and 30 fps. 

• At least in the US, the iPhone is going eSIM only. The US iPhone 14 lineup will not have SIM slots. Overall, that’s a win because it eliminates a 
hole in the case and physical tray that can break, plus SIM cards can be finicky. eSIM should simplify switching carriers, but it may make pick-
ing up pre-paid SIMs while traveling more difficult until eSIM support becomes ubiquitous. 
The iPhone 14 is available in midnight, blue, starlight, purple, and Product(RED). Storage starts at 128 GB and goes up to 512 GB. 
Now let’s talk about the two most innovative features of the lineup. 

Emergency SOS via Satellite and Crash Detection 
By far, the coolest new feature of the iPhone 14 is Emergency SOS via satellite, which taps into the new iPhone 14’s long-rumored satellite 

capability. But don’t get too excited, as the iPhone 14 is still not a full satellite phone, which would require a big antenna. That’s just physical reality. 
Instead, Apple figured out how to leverage the iPhone 14’s normal antennas with custom components to connect directly—if minimally—to 
satellites without additional 
antennas. 

Emergency SOS via 
satellite is, as it says, for 
emergencies. It’s intended 
for contacting emergency 
services when you’re lost 
in the wilderness and can’t 
access a cellular tower. 
Since satellites are moving 
targets with very low 
bandwidth, it can take 
minutes for even minimal 
text messages to get 
through. The Emergency 
SOS process asks the user vital questions to distill the information for emergency responders and uses a special compression algorithm to shrink the 
messages. 

There’s another hitch: you need to point the iPhone at the satellite to send or receive a message, ideally on a 
tall hill. The ham radio operators among you may be instantly familiar with this, as receiving or transmitting 
radio signals via satellite requires pointing a directional antenna like a yagi at a fast-moving satellite. Since satel-
lites are seldom visible to the naked eye, you need a good sense of the satellite’s location and direction of travel. 
I use an app called ISS Detector for this. 

Fortunately, the iPhone’s Emergency SOS mode will show you where to point to hook up with the satellite. 
I’ll be curious to see how good the coverage is since satellites tend to remain over a section of the sky for only a 
few minutes. Working with a satellite like the International Space Station or SO-50 requires speed and dexteri-
ty. 

Most people will never have occasion to test Emergency SOS via satellite (we’re hesitant even to test Emer-
gency SOS when it’s just going to call a local 911 number), but you can also use the satellite capabilities to 
manually share your location over satellite with Apple’s Find My system when there’s no cellular or Wi-Fi con-
nection. Apple’s imagery revolved around remote mountaintops deep in the wilderness, but it’s easy to end up 
without cell service in rural areas. 

Apple mentioned that the Emergency SOS feature would be free for 2 years but said nothing about how 
much it will cost after that or what the other details will be. We’d like to see it remain free for emergency use—
it would be both tragic and terrible optics for Apple if someone died because they hadn’t thought to resub-
scribe before leaving for a hike with a 2-year-old iPhone 14. Alternatively, Apple could bill people who use the 
service after the fact. It’ll be a bit longer before we find out: Emergency SOS via satellite won’t arrive until No-
vember. 

The other new emergency service is Crash Detection, the same as in the new Apple Watch models (see “Apple Watch Series 8 and Apple 
Watch Ultra Expand Health, Safety, and Connectivity Features,” 7 September 2022). The iPhone 14 uses the built-in accelerometer, barome-
ter, and microphone to detect changes in g-force and air pressure, as well as loud crashing sounds, to determine if there’s been a crash. In the event 
of a crash, the iPhone will offer to call emergency services automatically and notify your emergency contacts. 

https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT213426
https://issdetector.com/
https://tidbits.com/2022/09/07/apple-watch-series-8-and-apple-watch-ultra-expand-health-safety-and-connectivity-features/
https://tidbits.com/2022/09/07/apple-watch-series-8-and-apple-watch-ultra-expand-health-safety-and-connectivity-features/
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iPhone 14 Pro and iPhone 14 Pro Max Innovations 

Now we’re talking. 
Apple poured most of 
its new ideas into the 
high-end iPhone 14 
Pro models. Let’s start 
with Dynamic Island. 

No, Dynamic Island 
is not a short-lived reali-
ty show that aired on 
Fox in the 2000s, a 
comedy troupe known 
for hilarious raps, or a 
literal island. It’s the 
small pill-shaped sensor 
package near the top of 
the screen that replaces 
the notch. It’s the big-
gest change in iPhone 
design since the iPhone 
X. 

Instead of just letting 
the Dynamic Island sit 
there soaking up screen 
real estate, Apple decid-
ed to take advantage of 
the area to display vari-
ous alerts, notifications, 
and Live Activities—a 
new dynamic notif-
ication type being in-
troduced in iOS 16. 
The Dynamic Island 
can display the current-
ly playing track in mu-
sic, how long you’ve 
been on a phone call, a 
popup when your team 
scores, where your Lyft 
ride is, and many other 
things. Cleverly, even 
though the iPhone can’t 
display anything over the sensor package, it can use some screen real estate below and alongside to make the black pill-shaped area seem to be part of 
the notification. 

The other big iPhone 14 Pro innovation is an Always-On display, much like in recent Apple Watch models. It slows the display refresh rate to 1 
Hz and intelligently dims the wallpaper to conserve power. The screen is also the brightest ever in an iPhone, ramping up to 2000 nits outdoors. 

Unlike the basic iPhone 14, the iPhone 14 Pro models get a new chip: the A16 Bionic, which Apple predictably claims is the fastest smartphone 
chip ever—40% faster than the competition! That’s probably true, and no one is complaining about getting a faster chip, but it’s probably relevant 
mostly in terms of behind-the-scenes processing, such as with the iPhone’s extensive computational photography capabilities. When was the last time 
you said to yourself, “I need a faster iPhone.”? 

As is often the case now, Apple put significant effort into improving the iPhone 14 Pro’s cameras. The Photonic Engine technology from the 
iPhone 14 is here as well, improving mid- to low-light performance in photos across all cameras by two or three times. The iPhone 14 Pro’s main 
camera now features a 48-megapixel, quad-pixel sensor that combines four pixels into one for most photos, improving low-light capture and reduc-

https://www.apple.com/iphone-14-pro/
https://www.apple.com/iphone-14-pro/
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ing file size to the equivalent of a 12-megapixel camera. However, the iPhone 14 Pro can also shoot ProRAW photos with a full 48 megapixels for an 
unprecedented amount of detail. It also features an improved telephoto camera with 3x optical zoom, an improved macro mode, and a redesigned 
Adaptive True Tone flash that changes pattern based on focal length and is twice as bright as previously. 

The 6.1-inch iPhone 14 Pro starts at $999, and the 6.7-inch iPhone 14 Pro Max starts at $1099. Both models are available in space black, silver, 
gold, and deep purple, with storage starting at 128 GB and going up to 1 TB. 

Upgrade Decisions 
It’s hard to recommend upgrading from an iPhone 12 or iPhone 13 to an iPhone 14. The changes aren’t that significant, particularly if you’re al-

ready using a Pro model. Welcome as the new safety features are, I can’t see most people upgrading to get crash detection or Emergency SOS via 
satellite. That said, it’s enough better than the iPhone 12 and iPhone 13 that plenty of people will choose it from the lineup when upgrading from a 
much older iPhone or switching from Android. 

The iPhone 14 Pro is a different story. The Always-On display, Dynamic Island, and improved camera system make it an easier upgrade decision 
for those who like to have the latest and greatest. Particularly for those who have enrolled in the iPhone Upgrade Program. 

How about you? Are you tempted by one of these models, and if so, why? 

Apple Watch Series 8 and Apple Watch Ultra Expand Health, Safety, and Connectivity Features 
by ADAM ENGST  

At its Far Out event, Apple introduced three new Apple Watch models, a modestly enhanced Apple Watch SE that holds down the low end of the 
line, a solidly upgraded Apple Watch Series 8, and the massively capable—
and physically massive—Apple Watch Ultra. All are available to order now 
and will ship on 16 September 2022 (for the Apple Watch SE and Apple 
Watch Series 8) or 23 September 2022 (for the Apple Watch Ultra). 

Apple Watch SE 
In 2020, Apple introduced the first Apple Watch SE as a lower-cost 

Apple Watch model that relied primarily on the guts of the previous year’s 
Apple Watch Series 5. It wasn’t the cheapest model, but it was significantly 
more capable than the Apple Watch Series 3, whose price had fallen to 
$199. With watchOS 9 dropping support for the Series 3, Apple has re-
moved it from the lineup and focused the low-end on the Apple Watch 
SE, introducing a second-generation model. 

Improvements from the first-generation Apple Watch SE are few but 
welcome. Most notably, although it retains the 40mm or 44mm case sizes, 
the screen is reportedly 30% larger than the previous generation. Apple also 
upgraded it from the S5 chip that powered the Series 5 to the S8 chip that’s 
in this year’s Series 8 and Apple Watch Ultra. The company claims perfor-
mance improvements of 20% from 
that switch. It gains the enhanced 
motion sensors that enable the other 
two new models to detect car crash-
es—more on that shortly. Finally, 
Apple said that the back case now 
uses a nylon composite material in-
stead of ceramic—the change prob-
ably helps Apple keep the cost of 
materials down. 

Other compromises to keep the 
cost low remain the same. The Apple 
Watch SE still lacks the more-capa-
ble models’ Always-On display, 
blood oxygen sensor, ECG capabili-
ty, and fast charging, and it continues 
to rely on Apple’s second-generation 
heart rate sensor rather than the cur-

https://www.apple.com/shop/iphone/iphone-upgrade-program
https://www.apple.com/apple-watch-se/
https://www.apple.com/apple-watch-se/
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rent third-generation model. Nor does it gain the new temperature sensor and IP6X dust resistance. 

Don’t take that as dismissive—the Apple Watch SE is an excellent deal and all that most people need. It costs $249 for a GPS-only model or $299 
for the GPS+Cellular model. The case is aluminum, and you can choose from midnight, starlight, and silver colors. 

Apple Watch Series 8 
Where the second-generation 

Apple Watch SE is mostly a minor 
spec bump, the new Apple Watch 
Series 8 introduces a few legitimately 
exciting new features. Apple’s focus 
for its flagship Apple Watch model 
revolved around health, safety, and 
connectivity. 

On the health side, the Series 8 
introduces a new temperature sensor, 
which Apple leverages to enhance 
the Apple Watch’s Cycle Tracking 
capabilities. (There are actually two 
sensors, one on the back of the case 
and another under the screen, to 
help the Series 8 cancel out envi-
ronmental temperature changes.) It 
tracks temperature changes during 
sleep, sampling every 5 seconds with 
a 0.1ºC sensitivity. For family planning purposes, the Cycle Tracking app analyzes this data to provide a retrospective estimate of when ovulation was 
likely, and it can also provide improved period predictions, along with notifications of possible cycle deviations. 

Apropos of the US Supreme Court’s recent overturning of Roe v. Wade and subsequent concerns surrounding data privacy related to period-
tracking apps, Apple emphasized its privacy protections for Cycle Tracking data, which is encrypted on your devices and synced with end-to-end 
encryption via iCloud, so not even Apple can access it. 

While I applaud Apple for putting so much work and attention into improving Cycle Tracking with the temperature sensor data, I’m surprised 
the company isn’t also using that data for broader purposes. Perhaps other apps will fill this gap, but I’d like to see an app that could combine temper-
ature and heart rate data to warn you that you might be falling ill—wouldn’t you like to know in advance if you had caught COVID-19? 

The big news on the safety front is that Apple has new 
and improved motion sensors that enable the Series 8—
and the new Apple Watch SE and Apple Watch Ultra—
to detect car crashes. The feature works only when you’re 
driving and activates only in the time surrounding a 
crash, after which it asks you if you want it to activate 
Emergency SOS, just like the fall detection feature. 

The sensors send a variety of data—deceleration, pres-
sure, sound, etc.—to a machine-learning algorithm that Apple said had 1 million hours of training to detect crashes. Honestly, Apple made it sound 
very impressive, but it would seem that car crashes would be extreme enough to be easy to detect. And no, we’re not going to test this feature, though 
I’ll be curious how quickly we see false positives reported on the Internet. 

The connectivity story is less compelling for most people, though jet-setters will appreciate it. With Apple Watch Series 8, you’ll be able to add 
your Apple Watch to an iPhone’s international roaming plan—likely for an additional fee—so your watch can maintain its cellular connectivity in 
other countries. Carriers will have to provide such plans, and I’m a bit dubious that it will be sufficiently easy and inexpensive to be worthwhile in 
most cases. 

Apple also noted that a new Low Power Mode provides up to 36 hours of battery life on a full charge by disabling certain features. However, the 
company also said that Low Power Mode would be available on the Apple Watch Series 4 and later, meaning that it’s a watchOS 9 feature and not 
specific to the Series 8. 

The Apple Watch Series 8 aluminum case comes in four colors—midnight, starlight, silver, and Product(RED)—and starts at $399 for GPS-only 
and $499 for GPS+Cellular. The more expensive stainless steel case comes in silver, gold, and graphite and starts at $699. There are a variety of new 
bands from Apple, Nike, and Hermés. 

https://www.apple.com/apple-watch-series-8/
https://www.apple.com/apple-watch-series-8/
https://www.npr.org/2022/05/10/1097482967/roe-v-wade-supreme-court-abortion-period-apps
https://www.npr.org/2022/05/10/1097482967/roe-v-wade-supreme-court-abortion-period-apps
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Apple Watch Ultra 

The big news—in many ways—in the Apple Watch world is the company’s new Apple Watch Ultra. Moving on from the high-end fashion 
watch world, Apple has now set its sights on the high-end sports and adventure watch market with the Apple Watch Ultra. 

Described as “a watch that pushes 
boundaries,” the Apple Watch Ultra is 
a completely redesigned Apple Watch 
with a 49mm titanium case and a flat 
sapphire front crystal embedded in the 
case to prevent side impacts from 
breaking the screen. It’s the largest 
Apple Watch display ever and the 
largest Apple Watch ever, so you’d 
better have a thick wrist or want to 
wear it over a wetsuit. It’s thick, at 
14.4mm versus the 10.7mm of the 
Apple Watch Series 8 and Apple 
Watch SE. And it’s heavy, at 61.3 
grams, or more than twice the weight 
of a 40mm Apple Watch SE at 26.4 
grams. (A stainless steel 45mm Series 8 
is much closer at 51.5 grams.) 

Featurewise, it’s a superset of the 
Apple Watch Series 8, so it includes all the same sensors and base capabilities, and cellular connectivity is standard. But it goes much further. Most 
notably, the Apple Watch Ultra features a new orange Action button that apps can exploit for their own purposes. Finally, an Apple Watch where 
you can start and stop a workout by pressing a button instead of trying to swipe on a screen with sweaty, trembling fingers! You’ll also be able to at-
tach any shortcut you want to the Action button. The Digital Crown is larger, and the side button stands out from the case, both of which make the 
Apple Watch Ultra easier to control while wearing gloves, something that’s nearly impossible now. 

The Apple Watch Ultra’s Action Button is powered by some awesome new App Intents APIs. You will be able to build your own apps to integrate 
with it, like a hockey app that uses the button to record goals! And for users, the button can kick off any Shortcut you want! 

Other new hardware capabilities include a brighter Always-On display that Apple says is readable even in direct sunlight and a precision dual-fre-
quency (L1 plus L5) GPS that works better in certain conditions—steep gorges, urban canyons—that often stymie GPS signals. It features an 86-
decibel siren that can be heard up to 600 feet (180 meters) away and includes dual speakers and a three-mic array with beamforming for better audio 
output and input, even in windy conditions. There’s also a depth gauge and water temperature sensor. 

That’s right—with the Oceanic+ app coming in a few months, the Apple Watch Ultra can double as a dive computer, meeting the European 
EN13319 standard for diving accessories. It’s water-resistant to 100 meters, though Apple qualifies that with “swimproof and recreational dive to 
40m.” If the desert or tundra is more your thing, it’s certified to be IP6X dust resistant and tested to the US military standard MIL-STD 810H for 
altitude, high and low temperature, temperature shock, immersion, freeze/thaw, and vibration. 

Apple is targeting extreme athletes, adventurers, and 
wannabes everywhere with the Apple Watch Ultra. It has 
twice the battery life of an Apple Watch Series 8 with up 
to 36 hours in normal usage and up to 60 hours with an 
extended battery optimization mode that Apple is promis-
ing for the future. You can see exactly who Apple thinks 
will buy the Apple Watch Ultra by the names of its bands: 
Alpine (nylon with a hook clasp), Ocean (a stretch elas-
tomer with extensions to fit over wetsuits), and Trail (a 
nylon sport loop with a tab for easier adjusting). 

It also includes a new Wayfinder watch face that displays 
a compass and has a Night mode that switches to red on 
black for easier reading in the dark. A redesigned Compass app provides multiple views, a backtrack capability to retrace your steps, and waypoints 
for easier navigation. 

Frankly, it’s an impressive product, and I’m looking forward to seeing what app developers do to take advantage of the Apple Watch Ultra’s new 
capabilities, particularly the Action button. Rumors suggested that Apple might price it as high as $999, so it was a welcome surprise when the com-

https://www.apple.com/apple-watch-ultra/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dive_computer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIL-STD-810
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pany announced that it would be only $799. That’s more than Garmin’s running/triathlon Forerunner series but less than Garmin’s adventure 
watches, though they boast 16 to 28 days of battery life. 

The main thing that will give many people pause, particularly those who are smaller, is the raw size of the Apple Watch Ultra. If you’ve worn a 
40mm Apple Watch SE so far, jumping to a 49mm Apple Watch Ultra that could be half again as thick is going to look ungainly. And I say this as 
someone who used to wear a goofy Garmin Forerunner 305. 

Regardless of whether it’s ideal for everyone, the Apple Watch Ultra is a welcome addition to the Apple Watch line, and I’m sure many people have 
already placed their orders.

https://www.garmin.com/en-US/c/sports-fitness/running-smartwatches/
https://www.garmin.com/en-US/c/outdoor-recreation/adventure-smartwatches/
https://www.garmin.com/en-US/c/outdoor-recreation/adventure-smartwatches/
https://www.garmin.com/en-US/p/349
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Move Downloaded Mac Apps Before Initial Launch 
by ADAM ENGST 

Here’s something we didn’t previously know. On his Eclectic Light Company blog, Howard Oakley builds on old research from Jeff Johnson to 
explain Apple’s minimally documented App Translocation security mechanism. In short, Gatekeeper in macOS protects against malicious plug-
ins within benign apps by opening those apps from randomized, read-only locations—the new location prevents the app from accessing code or 
content using relative paths. As a result, apps you download, unzip, and open immediately will be translocated to—and opened from—a random-
ized directory. Although that usually works fine, it very occasionally can cause apps to crash on that first launch. The workaround—and Oakley’s 
recommendation for all downloaded apps—is to use the Finder to move the app to a different location, such as one of the standard Applications 
folders (/Applications or ~/Applications). That’s apparently sufficient to prevent the need for App Translocation and avoid associated crashes. 

Here’s Why Your AirTag Battery Replacement Is Not Working 
by JOSH CENTERS 

Apple released its first batch of AirTags last April (see 
“Apple’s AirTag Promises to Help You Find Your Keys,” 
20 April 2021), and they have a one-year battery life, so if 
you haven’t already changed your AirTags’ batteries, you’ll 
likely need to do so soon. You can’t check how much life is 
left in an AirTag battery, but your iPhone will both warn you 
when it’s getting low and display the status in the Find My 
app. 

Unusually for an Apple device, you can easily change the 
battery: 
• Flip the AirTag so the shiny metal cover is facing you. 
• Press down on the cover (I use my thumbs) and rotate it 

counterclockwise to unscrew it. 
• Remove the cover. 
• Pop out the battery. 
• Place a new CR2032 battery inside, with the positive side 

up. (It’s flat and emblazoned with a +.) 
• Reattach the cover by screwing it in clockwise 

One last step: open the Find My app on your iPhone to 

the Items tab and ensure that it detects a full AirTag battery. This check is key 
because you want to make sure that you installed it correctly and that it’s compat-
ible. If the battery is full and working correctly, you won’t see a battery level. So 
why is Find My reporting that the battery is weak in the screenshot below? 
I failed to check the battery indicator when I recently changed my wife’s AirTag 
battery, which was a mistake. We didn’t discover the problem until she lost her 
keys a few days later, only to discover that the AirTag wasn’t working. Here’s what 
went wrong. 

Buy AirTag Batteries Carefully 
  The AirTag takes standard CR2032 batteries, but some CR2032 batteries won’t 
work with the AirTag. Per Apple’s documentation: 
CR2032 batteries with bitterant coatings might not work with AirTag or other 
battery-powered products, depending on the alignment of the coating in relation 
to the battery contacts. 
  Since these small batteries are a choking hazard, many companies warn buyers 

Mac &   iOS News

https://lapcatsoftware.com/articles/app-translocation.html
https://eclecticlight.co/2022/09/06/dont-run-that-app-where-it-landed-how-translocation-can-cause-crashes/
https://tidbits.com/2021/04/20/apples-airtag-promises-to-help-you-find-your-keys/
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT211670#:~:text=Replace%20your%20AirTag%20battery,the%20positive%20side%20facing%20up.
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to keep them away from small children. At least Duracell goes one step further and coats the batteries with a bittering agent that tastes absolutely 
awful so young children will spit them out. It’s a good idea, but the bitterant can interfere with the electrical connection. It’s not just AirTags; Garmin 
also warns against using Duracell’s CR2032 bitterant-coated batteries. 

Unfortunately, I don’t know any reliable method to remove this coating. Some suggest that you can clean the battery with rubbing alcohol. I 
tried that on a battery with a cotton swab and 91% isopropyl alco-
hol, but it didn’t make any difference. 

If you hold the battery up to the light, you can see the edges of the 
bitter coating on the negative side of the battery. For the sake of sci-
ence, I licked both sides of the battery to confirm that—the negative 
side did indeed taste terrible and gave me a tiny shock. I attempted 
an aggressive attack on the bitterant with alcohol, fingernails, and a 
pocket knife but had no luck removing it. If I were desperate, I’d 
work it over with fine sandpaper. But as long as the supply chain 
holds up, it’s more trouble than it’s worth. 

Your 
best option is to make sure to buy batteries without the coating. Specifically, avoid 
Duracell batteries since the company now coats all its button batteries. The coating 
is denoted on Duracell’s packaging by a cartoon drawing of a disgusted child. 
What about other battery manufacturers? Although numerous articles waffle the issue 
by talking about batteries from “many companies,” I could find no indication of 
companies other than Duracell coating their batteries with bitterant. Neither Ener-
gizer’s product safety page nor a Panasonic article on battery safety mention bit-
terants, and Adam’s packages of Sony and Toshiba batteries lack any  indication of 
bitterant coatings. That may be because Duracell has a 2020 patent on the process, 
one that, in what might be a bit of corporate one-upmanship, cites another now-
expired 1991 UK patent owned by Ever Ready, Ltd. (currently part of Energizer 
Holdings). 
Whatever batteries you buy to revitalize your AirTags, look closely at the packaging to 
ensure that they don’t have the coating, and after installing, make sure they’re working 
in the Find My app. 

macOS’s New XProtect Remediator Now Regularly Scans for Malware 
by JOSH CENTERS 

On his Eclectic Light Company blog, Howard Oakley has published an analysis of XProtect Remediator, a modular malware scanner that 
Apple built into XProtect in macOS 12.3 Monterey and backfilled into macOS 10.15 Catalina and macOS 11 Big Sur (see “Apple Releases iOS 
15.4, iPadOS 15.4, macOS 12.3 Monterey, watchOS 8.5, tvOS 15.4, and HomePod Software 15.4,” 14 March 2022). XProtect Remediator 
consists of 12 modules that briefly but regularly scan your Mac for specific nasties during periods of low user activity. (XProtect has seemingly sub-
sumed Apple’s original MRT—Malware Removal Tool—since one of those modules is MRTv3.) It’s unclear as yet what the user will see, if any-
thing, when XProtect “remediates” (removes) malicious software, but it will likely happen silently in the background. Read Howard’s posts for the 
technical details and instructions on how to check if XProtect Remediator is running on your Mac manually—you could also use the latest ver-
sion of his Mints tool or his new XProCheck utility. 

Read original article 

iOS 12.5.6 Fixes Serious WebKit Vulnerability for Older Devices 
by JOSH CENTERS 

Apple has released iOS 12.5.6, a small but important security update for older devices to fix a serious WebKit vulnerability also addressed by iOS 
15.6.1 (see “iOS 15.6.1, iPadOS 15.6.1, and macOS 12.5.1 Monterey Address Serious Security Vulnerabilities,” 17 August 2022). You can 

https://support.garmin.com/en-US/?faq=2f9Dc8X1Dy8fDGEXYxtMM9
https://support.garmin.com/en-US/?faq=2f9Dc8X1Dy8fDGEXYxtMM9
https://www.iphonejd.com/iphone_jd/2022/07/airtag-battery.html
https://www.duracell.com/en-us/technology/innovation/lithium-coin-battery-safety/#wehelp
https://www.energizer.com/responsibility/coin-lithium-battery-safety
https://www.energizer.com/responsibility/coin-lithium-battery-safety
https://www.panasonic-batteries.com/en/news/battery-safety-101-what-you-should-and-shouldn%E2%80%99t-do-when-using-batteries
https://patents.google.com/patent/US11355822B2/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/GB2254807B/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/GB2254807B/en
https://eclecticlight.co/2022/08/30/macos-now-scans-for-malware-whenever-it-gets-a-chance/
https://support.apple.com/guide/security/protecting-against-malware-sec469d47bd8/web
https://tidbits.com/2022/03/14/apple-releases-ios-15-4-ipados-15-4-macos-12-3-monterey-watchos-8-5-tvos-15-4-and-homepod-software-15-4/
https://tidbits.com/2022/03/14/apple-releases-ios-15-4-ipados-15-4-macos-12-3-monterey-watchos-8-5-tvos-15-4-and-homepod-software-15-4/
https://eclecticlight.co/2022/09/01/hunting-malware-protection-in-the-log/
https://eclecticlight.co/2022/09/02/monitor-macos-anti-malware-scans-with-mints-version-1-9/
https://eclecticlight.co/2022/09/05/xprocheck-a-new-utility-to-inspect-anti-malware-scans/
https://eclecticlight.co/2022/08/30/macos-now-scans-for-malware-whenever-it-gets-a-chance/
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT213428
https://tidbits.com/2022/08/17/ios-15-6-1-ipados-15-6-1-and-macos-12-5-1-monterey-address-serious-security-vulnerabilities/
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install the update from Settings > General > Software Update. Because this vulnerability has been exploited in the wild, we recommend that you up-
date immediately if you’re still using any of the following devices: 

• iPhone 5s 
• iPhone 6 
• iPhone 6 Plus 
• iPad Air (1st generation) 
• iPad mini 2 
• iPad mini 3 
• iPod touch (6th generation) 

Apple noted that iOS 12 was not affected by the kernel vulnerability fixed in iOS 15.6.1. 

How to AirPlay to Your Mac 
by JOSH CENTERS 

Back when I was first working on Take Control of Apple TV in 2014, which was about AirPlay as much as the Apple TV itself, I thought to my-
self how nice it would be if I could AirPlay content from my iPhone to the larger screen of my Mac when in my office. Years passed, and I gave up on 
Apple ever offering such a feature, but then Apple surprised me by announcing AirPlay to Mac in macOS 12 Monterey. 

The question is: who wants to use AirPlay to send audio or video from an Apple device to a Mac? If our recent survey of TidBITS readers is any-
thing to go by, the answer is: maybe not many (see “Survey Results: Which iOS 15 and macOS 12 Monterey Features Do You Actually Use?,” 8 
August 2022). In the survey, 74% of respondents reported never having used the feature, with 21% saying they used it occasionally and only 5% 
using it frequently. In an era of ubiquitous access to cloud-based services, AirPlay may not be as relevant as it once was, but there are still times when 
being able to AirPlay to a Mac could be a helpful trick, especially if you connect a Mac mini to your TV as a home entertainment device. 

Another use case you may appreciate is AirPlaying audio from your iPhone to your Mac. Your Mac undoubtedly has better speakers than your 
iPhone, so you get better audio quality while sitting at your desk. Plus, you can use your iPhone as a remote control device if that’s more convenient 
than fussing with apps on your Mac. Lastly, if you need to leave your desk, you can turn off AirPlay on your iPhone to keep playing the audio with-
out missing a beat. This approach works particularly well with apps like Overcast that aren’t native to the Mac. Instead of messing with the minimalis-
tic Overcast Web interface and hoping it syncs correctly, you can AirPlay from the Overcast iPhone app to your Mac. 

AirPlay to Mac Preliminaries 
The receiving Mac must be in the list below and running Monterey for AirPlay to work: 

• iMac (2019 and later) 
• iMac Pro 
• MacBook Air (2018 and later) 
• MacBook Pro (2018 and later) 
• Mac mini (2020 and later) 
• Mac Pro (2019) 

Also, make sure that AirPlay Receiver is enabled on 
your Mac. It should be on by default, but check by going 
to System Preferences > Sharing and making sure that 
AirPlay Receiver is selected. You can also choose to restrict 
AirPlay to the Apple ID tied to the current user or anyone 
on the same network, and you can set an AirPlay pass-
word to restrict access further if you have office or family 
pranksters. 

As far as the iPhone goes, you need only an iPhone 7 or 
later. Apple says that even older iPhones may be able to 
AirPlay to Macs at a lower resolution if you enable Every-
one in System Preferences > Sharing > AirPlay Receiver. 

AirPlay Audio to a Mac 
AirPlaying audio is the simplest and maybe the most 

useful, so we’ll start there. All you have to do is initiate 
AirPlay from your device and select the Mac as the target. 

In iOS and iPadOS, the easiest method is to look for 

https://www.takecontrolbooks.com/apple-tv/?pt=TIDBITS
https://support.apple.com/guide/iphone/wirelessly-stream-video-photos-audio-mac-iphd668e80e6/ios
https://tidbits.com/2022/08/08/survey-results-which-ios-15-and-macos-12-monterey-features-do-you-actually-use/
https://overcast.fm/
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the AirPlay icon in your audio app—it looks like a triangle topped with three circles. I’ve highlighted examples from Audible, Music, and Overcast in 
the screenshot below. Tap the AirPlay icon, select your Mac, and the audio should start. If you can’t hear anything, you may need to turn up the vol-
ume on your iPhone or iPad and the receiving Mac. 

YouTube is a little tricker. You have to tap the Chromecast icon and then AirPlay & Bluetooth Devices. 
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If your preferred app doesn’t have an obvious AirPlay icon, you can initiate AirPlay from Control Center. Tap the AirPlay icon in the upper-right 

corner of the media player control and select your Mac as the output device. 

Mac apps don’t tend to have AirPlay icons. One notable exception is Music, which displays a pop-up menu that lets you select multiple AirPlay 
receivers. You can use that feature to fill your entire house with audio by selecting other Macs, HomePods, and even Apple TVs. This is one of Mu-
sic’s under appreciated features, and it has only improved over the years as Apple has expanded AirPlay’s reach. 

The best way to send AirPlay audio from a Mac is through Control Center in the menu bar. Click the AirPlay icon in the Sound controls and 
select an output device. Note that this causes all media audio to be played through that AirPlay receiver, but system-generated sounds remain local to 
your Mac. 
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Control Center also lets you view and control playback of all audio streams 
on your Mac, both incoming and outgoing. The most recent media stream 

appears at the bottom of Control Center, and if you click it, you’ll see all 
the other streams on your Mac. (Tip: Command-click an app’s stream 
in this list to switch to that app.) 

AirPlay Video to a Mac 
AirPlaying video works the same way in iOS and iPadOS: tap the 

AirPlay icon in an app or go through Control Center. 
From a Mac, it’s a little trickier and must be triggered on a per-app 

basis. Two apps that support AirPlay are Apple’s QuickTime and TV 
apps, which display an AirPlay icon in the control panel. Note the Air-
Play video icon has the triangle topped with a rectangle. 

  Safari also includes AirPlay support. Video sites like YouTube (shown below) that offer 
AirPlay features provide an AirPlay icon. However, other sites, like Amazon Prime Video, 
do not support AirPlay. 

Unfortunately, receiving AirPlay video on your Mac takes over your entire machine. 
Video is played fullscreen, with no option to shrink it to a window. Plus, if you have mul-
tiple monitors, those not used for AirPlay are blacked out entirely. You can switch video 
between monitors by moving the pointer and using a menu in the upper-left corner, but 
no matter what, your Mac is temporarily unusable for anything else. 

Exit AirPlay on the receiving Mac at any time by pressing Escape. 
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Screen Mirroring to a Mac 

You can also use AirPlay to mirror one device’s screen to a Mac, which 
could be extremely effective when demoing something on an iPhone or 
iPad to other people. It’s trivial to initiate in iOS or iPadOS. Open Control 
Center, tap the Screen Mirroring button, and select your Mac as the desti-
nation device. Unfortunately, screen mirroring works like video—the 
iPhone’s or iPad’s screen takes over the entire Mac screen. 

 
The process is similar on the Mac. Open Control Center, click the Screen Mirroring button, and select the destination Mac. However, there’s one 

significant difference. When you select the destination Mac, you can choose between mirroring and using it as a separate display. In this situation, 
taking over the destination Mac’s screen feels appropriate, though any secondary displays on the destination Mac are still ignored. 
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However, if you have 

dreams of using an older 
iMac as a secondary 
display using AirPlay, let 
me put an end to those 
right away. The resolu-
tion on the destination 
Mac will likely be prob-
lematic, and perfor-
mance isn’t very good. 
When we tested this 
with an M1 MacBook 
Air using a 2020 27-
inch iMac as a destina-
tion, AirPlay defaulted 
to the iMac screen’s na-
tive resolution, which 
resulted in too-small 
pixels. But selecting the 
normal 2560×1440 
resolution in System 
Preferences > Displays > 
Display Settings lived up 
to the “low resolution” tag that appeared next to it in the list, as you can see in the oddly fuzzy screenshot below. You might be able to find a resolu-
tion that’s crisp and provides enough screen real estate to be useful, but it’s not guaranteed. 

AirPlay to Mac may not be the killer feature we imagined in the early days of AirPlay, but it’s legitimately useful in all its combinations, so keep it 
in mind whenever you wish you could display something on a larger or additional screen. 
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Walmart.com Listed Fake 30 TB SSDs For Sale 

by JOSH CENTERS 
If something sounds too good to be true, it probably is. Vice shares the story of 

security researcher “Ray [REDACTED],” who couldn’t resist buying a 30 TB SSD 
on AliExpress for the insanely low price of $29.99, later finding the same product on 
sale at Walmart.com for $17.99. What he found inside were two 512 MB SD cards. 
However, when he plugged the SSD into a Windows machine, it reported that each 
SD card held 15 TB thanks to hacked firmware that wrote new data over old data 
while keeping the fake directory structure intact. 

Have you ever heard the expression “if it sounds too good to be true, it probably 
is”?  Well AliExpress is currently advertising a 30 Terabyte SSD for $29.  And I just 
had one delivered.  Let’s open it up, shall we?  

Walmart has since taken down the listing, but there are surely countless more 
scams on its website and many others. Unfortunately, by allowing nearly any vendor 
to list items on their sites, major online retailers like Amazon and Walmart have 
turned their storefronts into virtual flea markets full of sketchy third-party sellers. Be 
careful what you buy, even on “respectable” sites! 

By the way, 30 TB SSDs do exist but will set you back more like $6200; these 
scam SSDs are the modern version of getting a Polaris Nuclear Sub from the back 
of a comic book for $6.98. 

Read original article 

Claris’s Plans for FileMaker Bode Well for Individual Users 
by ADAM ENGST 

I’m not deep into the FileMaker development community, but some announcements from Apple subsidiary Claris a few months ago generat-
ed quite a bit of interest on TidBITS Talk and should be coming to fruition in the next few months. These changes may be particularly interesting 
if you have a long history of using FileMaker for personal projects, something that has been tricky to maintain and justify as Claris has priced File-
Maker to match its focus on professional developers. 

Claris will rename FileMaker Pro, FileMaker Go (for deploying 
FileMaker apps on the iPhone and iPad), and FileMaker Server (for 
hosting multi-user FileMaker apps) to Claris Pro, Claris Go, and Cla-
ris Server. A new Web-based development environment called Claris 
Studio will join and integrate with the other products to provide a 
modern, cloud-based system. Claris Studio can—among much else
—host public-facing forms that pipe data from anonymous Web 
users into Claris Pro and create tables, graphs, and dashboards using 
data from Claris Pro. 

The more important change for longtime individual FileMaker 
users is that there will be a freemium version of Claris Pro with free 
access to Claris Studio (and presumably Claris Go). Its only restriction 
is that databases created with the freemium version are restricted to a 
single user—but there are no size or time constraints. The apps are also 
free for professional developers, who will pay a single, as-yet-unspeci-
fied Claris Platform licensing fee only when they wish to deploy a so-
lution to additional users. Since Claris is wholly owned by Apple, de-
ployment could even mean putting an app on the Mac App Store. 
Those with existing licenses can continue to rely on them but won’t 
get access to Claris Studio without switching to a Claris Platform sub-
scription. 

Claris promised that all of this would start to be available “this fall,” so we should soon be able to see if the freemium model provides the capabili-
ties needed by those who have relied on single-user licenses of FileMaker Pro for years. Signs are good that it will, but it’s never helpful to make too 
many plans based on pre-release software. 

https://www.vice.com/en/article/akek8e/walmart-30tb-ssd-hard-drive-scam-sd-cards
https://twitter.com/RayRedacted/status/1562914396732801025?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1562914396732801025%7Ctwgr%5Eec14c08aca100c45d4b5a1fbeae052363d57c111%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Ftidbits.com%2F2022%2F09%2F01%2Fwalmart-com-listed-fake-30-tb-ssds-for-sale%2F
https://www.cdwg.com/product/samsung-pm1643a-mzilt30thala-ssd-30.72-tb-sas-12gb-s/6409407
https://www.longisland70skid.com/polaris-nuclear-submarine/
https://www.vice.com/en/article/akek8e/walmart-30tb-ssd-hard-drive-scam-sd-cards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7qMZFzrGQI4
https://talk.tidbits.com/t/filemaker-replacement/17409/84?u=ace
https://www.claris.com/filemaker/
https://www.claris.com/filemaker/go/
https://www.claris.com/filemaker/server/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LV6SCDjL0sU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LV6SCDjL0sU
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Plex User Passwords Compromised in Data Breach 

by JOSH CENTERS 
Many Apple users rely on Plex to manage their personal media libraries. Unfortunately, TechCrunch reports that some of Plex’s user data—email 

addresses, usernames, and passwords—has been compromised, with the company admitting that the majority of its 30 million accounts were affect-
ed. Even though Plex says the passwords were hashed 
(cryptographically scrambled), the company is still 
warning users to change their passwords. If you missed 
or haven’t yet received the notice, here’s how to do that 
on the Plex website: 
1. Click the hamburger icon in the upper-right cor-

ner. 
2. Click Sign In and log in to your account. 
3. Click the hamburger icon again and then click 

Account Settings. 
4. Look under Security and click Edit to the right of 

Password. 
If you haven’t already done so, you can also take the 

opportunity to turn on two-factor authentication. If 
only we had some technology that was better than 
passwords! 

Read original article 

https://techcrunch.com/2022/08/24/plex-streaming-breach-passwords/
https://www.plex.tv/
https://tidbits.com/2022/06/27/why-passkeys-will-be-simpler-and-more-secure-than-passwords/
https://tidbits.com/2022/06/27/why-passkeys-will-be-simpler-and-more-secure-than-passwords/
https://techcrunch.com/2022/08/24/plex-streaming-breach-passwords/
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Avoid the Tempting but Flawed Kindle Kids Ebook Reader 
by JOSH CENTERS 

Amazon’s Kindle Paperwhite might be my favorite non-Apple gadget. It’s longer-lived than many electronics (I’m still using one I bought when I 
started at TidBITS in 2013), the battery lasts forever, and I can side-load whatever ebooks I want over email or USB. In fact, it has gotten better with 
age: PDF support has improved greatly, there’s the great “page flip” feature (see “Amazon Introduces Page Flip for Kindle,” 28 June 2016), and 
Amazon is even rolling out EPUB support. 

That’s why I thought a Kindle Kids ebook reader would make a great gift for my oldest son’s ninth birthday. Harris has recently started to enjoy 
reading, and I thought he’d appreciate a Kindle of his own rather than having to borrow his mother’s iPad. Plus, as a parent, I was excited to give him 
an electronic device that doesn’t have Minecraft, YouTube, and other time-wasting frivolities. 

Getting a Kindle Kids was a huge mistake. Do not buy this product for your children or grandchildren. Let me explain why you shouldn’t bother. 

What Makes a Kindle a Kindle Kids? 
There’s nothing special hardware-wise about the Kindle Kids: it’s just a standard Kindle 

bundled with a magnetic cover that puts the Kindle to sleep when closed. The covers come in 
blue, pink, “rainbow birds,” and “space station,” which is either good or bad depending on how 
traditional your views of gender roles are. 

Most models of the Kindle Kids are sold out, and I suspect Amazon may be phasing out the 
base product to replace it with the more-expensive Kindle Paperwhite Kids, which includes 
more gender-neutral covers like black, “emerald forest,” and “robot dreams.” (I don’t recom-
mend the Kindle Paperwhite Kids either, as you’ll see—my issues are not with the hardware.) 

The chief difference between the two models: the Paperwhite has a higher-resolution screen 
that’s easier on the eyes and is waterproof. Both models have some form of internal light for 
reading in the dark and support Bluetooth audio for listening to Audible audiobooks. 

Other than the cover, two things distinguish these Kindle models from regular adult Kindles: 
• Longer Warranty: A two-year warranty, as opposed to a one-year warranty for adult Kindles. 

Amazon advertises it as a “worry-free warranty,” saying, “if it breaks, return it, and we’ll re-
place it for free,” implying that if your kid breaks it, Amazon will replace it. However, checking the fine print, the warranty covers only the stan-
dard “defects in materials and workmanship under ordinary consumer use.” That said, Kindles are largely resistant to damage other than screen 
scratches, which the cover should mitigate. 

• Child-oriented content: A one-year subscription to Amazon Kids+, which provides access to an Amazon-selected library of age-appropriate 
books and would cost $4.99 per month once the free year is up. Irritatingly, there is no way to see a full list of these books or even search what the 
service offers. It includes old and new standards like Black Beauty, The Hobbit, and the Harry Potter series, along with what my wife Hannah refers 
to as “twaddle”: books about Minecraft, Star Wars, and other pop culture franchises. (Sure, The Hobbit and Harry Potter are now pop-culture 
franchises, but they started as books, dammit!) 
As part of the Amazon Kids+ package, you can put the Kindle into an Amazon Kids mode instead of the standard interface. With that set, you as 

the adult sync the Kindle Kids with your Amazon account and set up a profile for your child. Then the Amazon Kids interface takes over the Kindle 
home screen to keep your kids from messing with your romance novels and asking awkward questions about the muscular long-haired man on the 
covers. If you exit Kindle Kids, the device looks and works like any other Kindle, with your adult library waiting for you. 

That all make sense on the surface, but the Kindle Kids veneer is so problematic that it ruins the package. 

A Byzantine Process 
Adding titles from your library to your child’s Kindle is one of the most passive-aggressively user-hostile interfaces I’ve ever seen. You can do it di-

rectly from the Kindle: 
1. Tap the three dots in the upper-right corner. 
2. Tap Exit Amazon Kids. 
3. Enter the Parental Control PIN you created during setup. 
4. Tap the three dots in the upper-right corner… again. 

eBooks

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08KTZ8249/?tag=tidbitselectro00
https://tidbits.com/2016/06/28/amazon-introduces-page-flip-for-kindle/
https://sixcolors.com/link/2022/05/amazon-supports-epub-sort-of/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07NMY72SC/?tag=tidbitselectro00
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08WPB8PW9/?tag=tidbitselectro00
https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=201606410
https://www.amazon.com/ftu/home
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5. Tap Settings. 
6. Go to Parental Controls > Amazon Kids and tap the pencil icon next to your child’s profile. (There is no backing out of this screen: your only 

choice to return to Settings is to close out of Settings and start over. Did I mention this is a slow E Ink screen?) 
7. Tap Add Books. 
8. By default, it shows only books Amazon deems “kid-friendly,” so you’ll probably have to tap All to see your entire library. 

Now comes the fun part. In theory, this is simple: select the books you want to add and tap Done. Don’t worry about flipping pages here, as it 
keeps your selections as you page through your library. 

There is just one problem: your entire library—226 books in my case—appears in alphabetical order with no sorting or search options. You have 
to page through the entire thing, scanning closely to find the books you want. Also, while you’re flipping pages, it’s easy to add a book to your child’s 
library accidentally. I apparently mis-tapped somewhere and gave Harris the Audible version of The Sex 
Lives of Cannibals (it’s not what it sounds like!). If you accidentally add a book, return to the Amazon 
Kids settings screen above, uncheck the book, and tap Done. 

You can also perform this process from the Amazon website, but it still requires quite a few steps. From 
the Amazon home page: 
1. Click Accounts & Lists > Content & Devices. 
2. Click Books. 
3. Select as many books on a given page as you want to transfer. 
4. Click Add to Library. 
5. Select your child’s library. 
6. Click Make Changes. 

The Web interface is much better than the on-device approach because you have different sorting op-
tions and can search for specific titles. Again, it maintains your selections while paging through your li-
brary. 

What I dislike about Amazon’s Web interface (other than being hard to find if you don’t know where to 
look among the myriad options) is that there’s no review of what you’re sending over. So you could easily 
mis-click an item on the second page, get to the last page of your library, forget how many books you’ve 
selected, click Make Changes, and inadvertently send a steamy Danielle Steele novel to your kid’s Kindle. 
There are a few ways to remove a title using the website. The easiest is to follow the steps above and click Remove from Library instead of Add to 
Library. 

Who’s the Boss? 
Our objective with the Kindle Kids was to load it with Harris’s school books and let him read from it every day. Given my experience with the 

adult Kindle, I didn’t think this would be a problem. The Amazon Kids+ subscription seemed like icing on the cake, giving Harris free rein to pick 
things to read for himself. Even if it were “twaddle,” it would hopefully encourage his love of reading. 

However, I quickly discovered that while the adult Kindle interface puts your library up top in large icons, along with a separate tab for just your 
library, the Amazon Kids interface promotes Ama-
zon’s subscription titles at the top. By default, the 
books you add appear halfway down the second page. 

On the left is my Kindle home screen. The books 
in my library appear at the top with large icons, and I 
can tap the Library tab at the bottom to view just my 
books. On the right is the Kindle Kids interface, 
which has buried the books we added in Added For 
You on page two, as you can see by the scrollbar to 
the right. 

It’s also hard to scroll down to that second page 
without accidentally opening a completely different 
book with an errant tap. Overall, the interface made 
me uneasy because Amazon gives precedence to the 
content it seemingly wants my kids to read, not what 
my wife and I explicitly added to the Kindle. There is 
no Library tab like on the regular Kindle interface, 
only Home and Recent. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B000PMG840/?tag=tidbitselectro00
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B000PMG840/?tag=tidbitselectro00
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Danielle_Steel
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I did discover something of a workaround. If I manually opened a book I had added to Harris’s library, it appeared in a previously hidden Recent 

section at the top. However, unlike the regular Kindle interface, the icons are the same size as every other listed title, and they have to compete with 
the eye-catching titles from Amazon’s other kid books. 

There is no obvious way to hide an Amazon Kids+ book if you find it objectionable, but I 
eventually discovered the trick: on Amazon’s website, go to Accounts & Lists > Content & 
Devices > Devices > Kindle > Child’s Kindle > Go to Parent Dashboard. Then click the gear 
icon, click Kids+ Subscription Content, go down to the cellar with a flashlight (careful, the 
stairs are gone), and open the locked filing cabinet stuck in a disused lavatory with a sign on 
the door saying “Beware of the Leopard.” In there, you’ll find controls to hide individual 
books from Amazon Kids+, but again, you’re going to view them one page at a time (30 titles 
at once, out of thousands of books), so it’s an incredibly slow and tedious process. 

In the tech world, we call techniques like these “dark patterns”—interfaces designed to 
manipulate your behavior to encourage or discourage certain actions. Usually, they’re used to 
trick you into buying something or forgetting about canceling your subscription. If you’ve 
ever unintentionally purchased something from Amazon, you know how good the company 
is at exploiting these dark patterns. 

With hard-to-use and hard-to-find settings and a limited interface with few customization 
options, you’re almost completely at Amazon’s mercy when it comes to what’s displayed on 
your child’s device. That’s both unnecessary and unacceptable, but it wasn’t the final straw that 
led me to return the Kindle Kids. 

Stuck Inside Amazon’s Walled Garden 
One of my favorite things about the Kindle is how open it is. You can connect it to your 

Mac and drag and drop entire folders of books into it through the Finder (use Calibre to 
convert formats if necessary). Every Kindle device also has an email address that lets you send 
documents to your Kindle, which opens all sorts of possibilities, like sending long articles from Instapaper to your Kindle. Gumroad, a service that 
enables individuals to sell digital goods, lets you send purchased books directly to your Kindle through that address. One of my favorite uses is to 
add books from Standard Ebooks—a project to clean up and beautify texts from Project Gutenberg—to my Kindle (see “Standard Ebooks 
Makes Classic Texts Beautiful,” 10 May 2021). 

Sadly, I discovered there is no way to side-load content to a child’s Kindle Kids profile. You can only add content purchased from Amazon, as I 
learned when my wife sent me an ebook and asked me to add it to Harris’s Kindle. 

That was it. Game over. One of the main reasons I have been so loyal to the Kindle platform is that it readily accepts whatever random ebooks 
and documents I throw at it. And my wife—who’s a teacher—has amassed a huge collection for Harris while scouring the Internet. If we can’t add 
those to the Kindle, it’s pointless. 

Sure, there are workarounds. The easiest solution would be to create an Amazon account for Harris, add him to our Family Library, and then 
register the Kindle under his account. However, there are some problems with this approach: 
1. He wouldn’t have access to the Amazon Kids+ service, which was one of the reasons I bought the device. I may not want it front-and-center, but 

I do want him to be able to browse for other titles. 
2. I would have another account to manage, and I’d have to register a credit card, which could cause all sorts of issues. 
3. Amazon has a tendency to recommend racy or controversial books, and I don’t want him exposed to that. 

I could also let him use my account, but I have some books I don’t want him to access at this point, and he would inevitably mess up my reading 
place in books. 

So I’m sending the Kindle Kids back. It’s not worth the bother. It was a nice idea for a present, but Harris can read his books on Hannah’s iPad. 
We normally have to keep it hidden to limit how much he uses it—perhaps we can lock it down sufficiently with Screen Time. 

I couldn’t be more disappointed in the Amazon Kids interface. Throughout, it feels as though Amazon is placing its agenda over the concerns 
and needs of customers. It’s bad enough when the end user is an adult, but it’s even more problematic with a product aimed at children. 

I would much rather have a simple library view that presents books we’ve hand-selected to be on his device: whether from our libraries, the Ama-
zon Kids service, or, yes, side-loaded onto the device via USB or email. And the interface to add those books should be discoverable and user-
friendly. I don’t think that’s too much to ask. 

The first rule of any digital device tailored to kids is that the parents should be in charge. They’re the ones paying for it and dealing with the con-
sequences of its use. 

Reuse governed by Creative Commons license. TidBITS has offered years of thoughtful commentary on Apple and Internet topics. For free 
email subscriptions and access to the entire TidBITS archive, visit www.tidbits.com. 
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Membership Application Form 
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the bar-
gains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership dues 
($30) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following table for 
NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY: 

 JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $30.00  APR 1 to JUN 30 - $20.00  
  JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $15.00  OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $10.00 

Please Print Clearly!     Today’s Date  

Name 
 Street Address 
 City/State/ZIP 

 Home Telephone 
 E-mail Address

Have you previously been a member of SMMUG? 
How did you learn about SMMUG? 

Make your check payable to:  SMMUG   
Then mail or give this form and your check to:

SMMUG, Inc.    
2100 Wood Avenue 
Colorado Springs, CO 80907-6718 

Please make an online account for me. 
User Name _______________

Don’t make an online account for me. I 
do not want one or I already have one.

Business Telephone 

About Us 

The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs, Col-
orado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping 
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices. 

Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the second 
Monday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, where 
our collective expertise can help answer your questions.  

All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can partici-
pate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Officer Elections. No corporate memberships 
are granted. 

Our officers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operating the club and its meetings. 

http://www.smmug.org

